
Starting at Ravenscourt Park Station

take a short walk around the corner to
second hand charity bookshop Books for

Amnesty where there will be all sorts of
bookish brilliance to explore. 

 
Once you're done, hop on a 267, 391 or H91

bus from Hammersmith Town Hall

to Chiswck Lane (The bus will tell you
when you've arrived)

A large part of this route can be travelled by (and intersects with) the District Line, with a
couple of short bus journeys. There's a variety of second hand and new bookshops, all of
which are amazing and this route includes some of our favourites. We hope you enjoy it!

Just up the road from the bus stop is second hand and antiquarian treasure trove Foster

Books , trading for almost 50 years in a beautiful 18th century building. Once you're done
here, keep walking 2 minutes up the road to Bookcase, Chiswck, where you'll find an

impressive range of new tttles and very friendly staff!
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From here you have options: 

get the E2 back
to Ealing

Broadway and join in
with the District or

Central Line routes. 

Get the E2 back to Ealing Broadway and pck up
the 65 from outside the station to Richmond

Station where you can visit The Open Book &
The Alligators Mouth

Get the District Line from Turnham Green Station to
Ealing Broadway Station and take a short walk to
Oxfam Books, one of my personal favourite Oxfam

bookshops, where you're very likely to find something
you absolutely need! 

 Another short bus
journey, this time on the
E2 from Bond Street and

getting off at Harrow
View Road will bring you

to beautifully curated The
Pitshanger Bookshop,

filled with brilliant books
for adults and children

alike.
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This is a suggested route only provided for the purposes of
helping you to organise your own crawl. Feel free to follow
it in whichever order and whatever way you feel is best. You

may also come across other bookshops - while we would
encourage visiting any bookshops you might find, please do

be aware that only the bookshops on our big list will be
offering London Bookshop Crawl perks, discounts or

freebies. 
 

perks are offered at the discretion of the bookshop, while
stocks last, and on presentation of your bookshop crawl ID

card.. 
 
 

Don't forget to share your photos, posts &
tweets about the event using 

#LondonBookshopCrawl

@londonbookshopcrawl

@ldnbkshopcrawl
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